The Effect of Integrated TCM with Chemotherapy on Quality of Life and TCM Syndrome
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Abstract

Objective: To evaluate the benefit of Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) in improving the quality of life (QOL) and TCM syndrome in cancer patients undergoing chemotherapy.

Methods: Sixty-one cancer patients from the oncology and integrated therapy wards in Taipei City Hospital who met the inclusion criteria were enrolled through consultation with their doctors. Participants were allocated to chemotherapy group (n = 31) or integrated therapy group (n = 30). All participants completed the QOL questionnaires and received TCM syndrome analysis. Data were collected before and after eight weeks of treatment and analyzed by using statistical analysis software SPSS V.19.0.

Results: After eight weeks of treatment, significant reductions were found in all aspects of QOL in the chemotherapy group, including physical (p = 0.007), psychological (p = 0.014), social (p = 0.030) and environmental (p = 0.015). The proportion of chemotherapy group participants with TCM Qi deficiency (qìxū) and Yin deficiency (yīnxū) syndromes increased significantly (p = 0.010; p = 0.023). The physical aspect of QOL in the integrated therapy group improved significantly (p = 0.041), and no increasing proportions of Qi or Yin deficiency syndromes were noted (p > 0.05). Correlational analysis showed that Qi deficiency had the most significant impact on QOL (p = 0.01).

Conclusion: Results of this study show that cancer patients who receive integrated therapy have better QOL and lower incidence of Qi deficiency syndrome than patients receiving chemotherapy alone. Further research is warranted to evaluate the clinical efficacy of integrated treatment with TCM.

Introduction

Epidemiological studies have revealed that cancer incidence increases year by year, making cancer one of the leading causes of death globally. Thus, healthcare institutions and physicians are paying much attention to cancer-related issues. In recent decades, the treatment modalities for cancer have updated, although the primary treatments for cancer are still chemotherapy and radiotherapy. Cancer treatment guidelines developed and published by the National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) have been widely accepted and adopted for universal application [1].

During cancer treatment, most patients experience certain cancer-related symptoms, including dizziness, fatigue, nausea, vomiting, dry mouth with mucositis, shortness of breath, night sweats, and bone marrow suppression, which may be related to the use of anti-cancer agents or to the disease itself [2,3]. Therefore, many patients seek for complementary or integrative therapy beyond the standard or mainstream medical treatment [4,5]. Some complementary therapies, such as Tradition-
al Chinese Medicine (TCM), may help to relieve certain symptoms associated with cancer or side effects related to cancer treatment, improving patient’s sense of well-being [6,7]. In recent years, TCM-based herbal medicines have gained increasing acceptance worldwide. Some pharmaceutical companies also view TCM as rich resources for drug discovery [8]. In TCM theory, yin and yang are used extensively to explain the histological structure, physiological function and pathological changes of the human body, and to serve as a guide for diagnosis or treatment. People can only stay healthy within a condition of yin/yang dynamic balance or harmony. Meanwhile, the Qi (energy) and blood represent the dynamic energy and nutrition status of the body. Disturbances or imbalances of yin/yang or Qi/Blood will lead to disease and related symptoms. Thus, in TCM theory, the differential diagnosis of cancer-related symptoms is based on TCM syndrome, which is a group of components related to the deficiency or stasis of yin/yang and Qi/Blood. The criteria of these deficiency syndromes were noted in Table 1. In previous cancer research [5], we divided the cancer-related TCM deficiency syndrome into four categories: Qi deficiency (qìxū); Blood deficiency (xuèxū); Yin deficiency (yīnxū); and Yang deficiency (yángxū). The symptom of Qi deficiency has been proven to have a high correlation with cancer-related fatigue and reduced quality of life [QOL] [9]. The principle of applying TCM treatment to cancer patients is to supply the Qi that corresponds to human energy levels.

Meanwhile, no clinical data are available from studies evaluating whether the integration of chemotherapy with TCM will improve QOL and TCM syndrome in cancer patients. Accordingly, this study aimed to assess QOL and TCM syndrome in cancer patients receiving chemotherapy alone or integrated therapy (chemotherapy combined with TCM).

**Participants and Methods**

**Research design and participants**

The study protocol and design were reviewed and approved by the Taipei City Hospital Institutional Review Board (reference number: TCHIRB-10). Verbal and written informed consent were obtained from all participants after informing them the study design, intervention, data collection, and the rights of participants. Patients choose to receive integrative therapy or only chemotherapy based on their wills for ethnic consideration; hence this is an observational, cross-section, non-randomized study. Group one was cancer patients undergoing chemotherapy alone, and the other group was cancer patients receiving chemotherapy alone or integrated therapy (chemotherapy combined with TCM).

**Participants and Methods**

**Research design and participants**

The study protocol and design were reviewed and approved by the Taipei City Hospital Institutional Review Board (reference number: TCHIRB-10). Verbal and written informed consent were obtained from all participants after informing them the study design, intervention, data collection, and the rights of participants. Patients choose to receive integrative therapy or only chemotherapy based on their wills for ethnic consideration; hence this is an observational, cross-section, non-randomized study. Group one was cancer patients undergoing chemotherapy alone, and the other group was cancer patients undergoing integrated therapy, including chemotherapy combined with

---

**Table 1:** Classification criteria for the diagnosis of TCM deficiency syndrome groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>In the past week, did you often have the following symptoms? (Often means more than 8 hours per day and more than four days per week)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Qi deficiency syndrome (qì xū)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Felt exhausted or lack of energy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Did not feel like talking or talked in a low and weak voice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Did not feel like moving about or did not have the strength to walk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Blood deficiency syndrome (xuè xū)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Dizziness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Pale looking face or nails</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Hair drop/Hair loss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Yin deficiency syndrome (yīn xū)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Dry eyes or mouth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Night sweats</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Palm or face flushing sensation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Yang deficiency syndrome (yáng xū)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Afraid of cold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Limbs feel cold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Wish to have hot drinks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Patients who have 2 of 3 or more of the criteria in the Qi Deficiency, Blood Deficiency, Yin Deficiency, Yang Deficiency groups are compatible with that TCM syndrome.
TCM treatment. Accordingly, we enrolled patients from the oncology ward at Taipei City Hospital. After consulting with their physicians, patients chose either chemotherapy or integrated therapy (chemotherapy combined with TCM treatment) as their intention. Figure 1 shows the flowchart of the research design and participant enrollment in this study.

**Inclusion and exclusion criteria:** Patients were required to meet inclusion criteria as follows:

1. Patients diagnosed with metastatic cancer (Cancer stage IV) and under active treatment.
2. Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group (ECOG) performance scores \[10\] \( < = 2 \) and aged 20 to 75 years.
3. Currently undergoing chemotherapy for at least eight weeks.
4. Able to understand the purpose and process of this study and provide signed informed consent.

Patients were excluded if any of the following criteria were present:

1. Terminal disease or life expectancy < 3 months.
2. The presence of psychiatric problems.
3. Completion of the chemotherapy treatment course.
4. Development of a significant event (e.g., surgery, acute myocardial infarction, severe infection such as pneumonia, or under ventilator use) is causing withdrawal from the study.
5. Any other condition the physician-in-charge deemed would make the patient unsuitable for the study.

**Table 2:** Demographic characteristics of study participants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Chemotherapy N = 31 (%)</th>
<th>Integrated therapy N = 30 (%)</th>
<th>( p )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean value ± SD</td>
<td>64.1 (9.8)</td>
<td>49.2 (11.6)</td>
<td>0.000**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>21 (67.7)</td>
<td>9 (30.0)</td>
<td>0.005**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>10 (32.3)</td>
<td>21 (70.0)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cancer diagnosis</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gastrointestinal tract</td>
<td>17 (54.8)</td>
<td>7 (23.3)</td>
<td>0.029*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast</td>
<td>2 (6.5)</td>
<td>12 (40.0)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lung</td>
<td>3 (9.7)</td>
<td>4 (13.3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head &amp; Neck</td>
<td>1 (3.2)</td>
<td>2 (6.7)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GU and GYN</td>
<td>3 (9.7)</td>
<td>2 (6.7)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>5 (16.1)</td>
<td>3 (10.0)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECOG score</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>5 (16.1)</td>
<td>10 (33.3)</td>
<td>0.296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>17 (54.8)</td>
<td>13 (43.3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>9 (29.0)</td>
<td>7 (23.3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current treatment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Curative treatment</td>
<td>22 (71.0)</td>
<td>19 (63.3)</td>
<td>0.359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palliative treatment</td>
<td>9 (29.0)</td>
<td>11 (36.7)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TCM syndrome assessment**

All participants in both groups were evaluated by qualified TCM doctors and an oncologist to complete the TCM syndrome assessment before and after eight weeks treatment.

TCM practitioners determine diagnoses regarding Yin (yín), Yang (Yáng), Qi (qì), and Blood (xuè), as well as organ imbalances identified by signs and symptoms observed by the doctors and reported by the patients. If patients have been noted with more than one deficiency syndromes, they will be categorized into the group of which they suffered more according to TCM doctors’ evaluation. Table 1 shows the TCM syndrome groups categorized according to the ancient TCM theory. Four related groups are Qi deficiency; blood deficiency; Yin deficiency; and Yang deficiency, as previously described [11]. Validation testing showed that the validity and reliability of the diagnostic criteria were well defined with an alpha coefficient of 0.89 and Cronbach’s alpha coefficient of 0.88 [12] (Table 1).

**QOL measurement**

We assessed patients’ QOL using the World Health Organization QOL (WHOQOL-BREF) and Short-Form Health Survey (SF-12) questionnaires before and after eight weeks of treatment to compare the changes in QOL after treatment and differences in QOL between the two study groups. The WHOQOL-BREF instrument is a validated and well-accepted scale for general health-related QOL research [12,13]. The scale comprises 26 items, measuring the following broad domains: physical health, psychological health, social relationships and the environment. The SF-12 is a multipurpose short-form survey with 12 questions, all selected from the more comprehensive SF-36 Health Survey [14,15]. The questions are combined, scored, and weighted to create two scales that provide glimpses into the mental and physical functioning and overall health-related QOL. The official SF-12 is weighted and summed to provide easily interpretable scales for evaluating physical and mental health [14]. The Physical and Mental Health Composite Scores (PCS & MCS) are then computed using the scores of twelve questions ranging from 0 to 100, where a zero score indicates the lowest level of health and 100 indicates the highest level of health [16].

**Results**

**Characteristics of the participants**

Table 2 presents the baseline characteristics of the two groups. The average age of chemotherapy group participants (64.1 y/o) was higher than that of the integrated therapy group (49.2 y/o). Gender distribution was also significantly different between groups. A higher percentage of females chose integrated therapy than those that chose chemotherapy along, which may correspond to having more breast cancer patients in the integrated therapy group. Despite age and gender distribution,
chemotherapy group demonstrated a decline in QOL (63.5: 57.7, \( p = 0.007 \)) as shown in Table 3. Regarding QOL measurement using the SF-12 questionnaire, patients receiving chemotherapy alone experienced a greater decline in mental health scores (\( p = 0.008 \)) than in physical health scores (\( p = 0.083 \)), while no obvious changes were noted in these scores in the integrated therapy group (Table 3).

Comparison of TCM syndrome between the chemotherapy and integrated therapy groups

Table 4 presents the results of TCM syndrome evaluation between the two groups. Before the study, the only difference in TCM syndrome was the proportion of Yin deficiency, which was higher in the integrated therapy group than in the chemotherapy group (33.3%:3.1%, \( p = 0.003 \)). However, after eight weeks of treatment, the proportion of Yin deficiency increased significantly in patients receiving chemotherapy alone (\( p = 0.023 \)), and patients’ performance and treatment strategies (most are receiving curative treatment) were similar between the two groups (Table 2).

QOL comparison between chemotherapy and integrated therapy groups

Table 3 shows QOL measured in the two groups before and after eight weeks of treatment. Among patients who received chemotherapy alone (chemotherapy group), significant reductions were noted after eight weeks of treatment in all domains of the WHOQOL-BREF, including physical (\( p = 0.007 \)), psychological (\( p = 0.014 \)), social (\( p = 0.030 \)) and environmental areas (\( p = 0.015 \)). In contrast, patients receiving integrated therapy had significant increases in physical health scores of the WHOQOL-BREF (\( p = 0.041 \)), while no specific changes were noted in the other domains. Overall, results of the WHOQOL-BREF showed that the integrated therapy group demonstrated QOL improvements (55.7:61.2, \( p = 0.041 \)) while the chemotherapy group demonstrated a decline in QOL (63.5: 57.7, \( p = 0.007 \)) as shown in Table 3.

Regarding QOL measurement using the SF-12 questionnaire, patients receiving chemotherapy alone experienced a greater decline in mental health scores (\( p = 0.008 \)) than in physical health scores (\( p = 0.083 \)), while no obvious changes were noted in these scores in the integrated therapy group (Table 3).

Comparison of TCM syndrome between the chemotherapy and integrated therapy groups

Table 4 presents the results of TCM syndrome evaluation between the two groups. Before the study, the only difference in TCM syndrome was the proportion of Yin deficiency, which was higher in the integrated therapy group than in the chemotherapy group (33.3%:3.1%, \( p = 0.003 \)). However, after eight weeks of treatment, the proportion of Yin deficiency increased significantly in patients receiving chemotherapy alone (\( p = 0.023 \)), and patients’ performance and treatment strategies (most are receiving curative treatment) were similar between the two groups (Table 2).
those in the chemotherapy group (64.1 y/o). What’s more, we noted that patients in the integrated therapy group had much lower physical health scores (55.7) even their average is younger than the other group. However, they experienced much greater improvement in physical health after the eight weeks of treatment compared to the chemotherapy group (55.7 > 61.2, p = 0.041 vs. 63.5 > 57.7, p = 0.007). Whether the younger patients have better adaptability or better response to TCM combined treatment could be an issue worth further discussion; at least, the contradictory significant difference shows that the physical health benefits of integrated therapy may overcome the age effect. The difference may also be explained by a greater response from integrated therapy and higher expectations of physical health among younger patients, so that they may be more active in seeking alternative (TCM) or integrative therapy. Also, a higher percentage of females chose integrated treatment, which may correspond to having more breast cancer patients in the integrated therapy group. This phenomenon indicates that younger patients having greater awareness, understanding and acceptance of integrative therapy, and also that female having a greater inclination to accept TCM. We assumed that these younger participants in the integrated group expect more considerable improvement in their health-related QOL as a result of treatment. In the present study, the patients who received integrated therapy were indeed satisfied with improvements in their physical health. A critical study addressed that Herbal medicine and western medicine may be considered as a significant difference was also noted in the percentage of Qi deficiency (p = 0.010). However, no noticeable changes were observed in TCM deficiency syndrome in the integrated therapy group. Patients who underwent chemotherapy alone experienced greater levels of Qi and Yin deficiency-related TCM syndrome than those receiving integrated treatment (Table 4).

Correlations between different TCM syndrome components and QOL

Table 5 presents the results of correlation analysis between the four different TCM deficiency syndromes and QOL. Only Qi deficiency syndrome was noted to correlate significantly with poor QOL. Significant differences were identified in the scores of each domain of the WHOQOL-BREF scale, including the physical (p < 0.001), psychological (p < 0.001), social (p = 0.011) and environmental (p = 0.004) domains. In the SF-12 scale, both the mental and physical health scores of QOL were significantly lower in patients with Qi deficiency than in other patients (p < 0.001). No significant correlations were found between the other three TCM deficiency syndromes and QOL (Table 5).

Discussion

The effects of integrated therapy on QOL

Results of the present study show that patients benefit from receiving integrated therapy as demonstrated by improvements in QOL. The average ages in the integrated therapy group were younger (49.2 y/o) than

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TCM Syndrome</th>
<th>With (N = 23)</th>
<th>Mean score (SD)</th>
<th>Without (N = 38)</th>
<th>Mean score (SD)</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Qi deficiency (qì xū)</td>
<td>49.3 (11.9)</td>
<td>57.0 (10.4)</td>
<td>63.7 (12.0)</td>
<td>65.2 (10.7)</td>
<td>41.2 (10.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood deficiency (xuè xū)</td>
<td>58.8 (15.3)</td>
<td>65.5 (14.3)</td>
<td>71.6 (13.0)</td>
<td>72.9 (13.7)</td>
<td>34.5 (7.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yin deficiency (yīn xū)</td>
<td>60.1 (13.8)</td>
<td>64.1 (12.3)</td>
<td>67.7 (12.6)</td>
<td>69.9 (11.3)</td>
<td>38.7 (9.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yang deficiency (yáng xū)</td>
<td>57.4 (9.7)</td>
<td>60.0 (8.2)</td>
<td>66.0 (12.0)</td>
<td>67.8 (11.2)</td>
<td>34.7 (8.3)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* ***p < 0.001; **p < 0.01; *p < 0.05.**

Table 5: The correlation of different TCM deficiency syndrome with quality of life.
integrated therapy with TCM support leads to improvement in physical health and increases patient’s energy levels. A recent systematic review found that some advanced cancer patients receiving chemotherapy can benefit from such adjuvant TCM ingredients as Codonopsis pilosula, Atractylodes macrocephaly, Poria Cocos, or Astragalus membranaceous has been shown to affect proliferation, invasion, and apoptosis of cancer cells [24]. Also, the extract of Astragalus membranaceous has been used in treating cancer-related fatigue with a positive effect [25].

Our study is not the first study to show that TCM can be utilized as an adjuvant therapy to reduce chemotherapy toxicity and improve patients’ QOL. Other studies have indicated that TCM may prolong survival, enhance immediate tumor response, and improve physical performance and energy in some cancer patients [26,27]. A recent systematic review found that some advanced cancer patients receiving chemotherapy can benefit from such adjuvant TCM ingredients as Codonopsis pilosula, Atractylodes macrocephaly, Poria Cocos, or Astragalus membranaceous; patients receiving these treatments had improved tumor response rates, survival, and QOL, as well as having fewer adverse events [28]. Accordingly, results of the present study have demonstrated that integrated therapy with TCM support leads to improvement in physical health and increases patients’ energy levels.

Integrating TCM into cancer care

The different philosophies underlying Oriental and Western cultures have contributed to differences in the development of TCM and Western medicine practices. The TCM theory treats each human being as a unique universe. The concept of yin and yang is fundamental to the practice of TCM and is the foundation of understanding, diagnosing and treating health issues. At both primary and in-depth levels, TCM treatment seeks to balance yin and yang in each person. Accordingly, in TCM theory, “Qi” is the vital energy that maintains blood circulation, warms the body and fights disease [9]. Within the body, a dynamic flow automatically and continuously balances and rebalances the elements of yin and yang, Qi and blood. As such, the distinct principle of TCM helps human beings maintain health by using herbs or medications to modulate Yin/Yang and Qi/Blood imbalances. The theory base is owing to the properties of each herb are related to yin, yang, Qi, and blood. Since the syndrome differentiation of TCM plays a crucial role in the treatment of cancer patients, a complementary TCM medicine can be chosen based on the patients’ TCM syndrome group, which can be Yin, Yang, Qi, and blood deficiency or excess [29]. For example, results of the present study indicate that cancer patients receiving chemotherapy alone have a high correlation with Qi and Yin deficiency. In integrated therapy using TCM with chemotherapy, this result suggests that a Qi supplement should be chosen for patients with Qi deficiency and a yin supplement for patients with yin deficiency. The mechanisms of Qi and yin deficiency syndromes may be related to changes in cytokine expression and bone marrow suppression [30], which are linked, in turn, to treatment with chemotherapy or radiotherapy. A recent published TCM decoction “Kuan-Sin-Yin” was noted with effect of improving autonomic nerve dysfunction through supply Qi and Yin based on TCM theory as well as regulating cytokine secretion in advanced colon cancer [22,23,19]. In this situation, no conflict is found between TCM theory and Western medicine. In fact, some scholars have proposed that the Yin-Yang theory may be applied to regulate cellular function through modulating cAMP and c/GMP concentration and NK cell activity [29,31,32]. Additionally, the regulation of Yin/Yang may also be of benefit to autonomic dysfunction, which refers to the control of granulocyte and lymphocyte activity by the sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous systems [33-35].

Another important concept of TCM is that “Qi” supply is a primary principle in the use of integrated therapy for cancer care. Studies have shown a high correlation between Qi deficiency and cancer-related fatigue [36,37]. Similarly, in the present study, a considerable proportion of Qi deficiency was found in the chemotherapy group. Accordingly, Qi supplements would be the necessary TCM medication for treating cancer patients and is worth further study. Related studies have evaluated whether Qi supplementary herbs with immunomodulatory and tumor suppressive effects can improve QOL in cancer patients [19,38,39]. Some herbs such as astragali radix and Poria cocos has been proved with effect of Qi-supply and immune enhancement in cancer patients [40,41]. To sum up, the TCM theory and Western medicine complement each other via the TCM focus on promoting energy (Qi) and harmony while Western medicine concentrates on suppressing tumor cells. However, as our results have shown, tumor cell suppression through chemotherapy often associates with the reduced energy and imbalances of the Yin/Yang and Qi/Blood found in cancer patients, which emphasizes the need for complementary TCM and integrated therapy [8].

The dilemma and prospects of integrating TCM in cancer care

TCM support is just part of the integrative therapy in cancer care. Studies have shown that Western medicine is the primary choice in the treatment phase, although study participants noted more side effects associated with chemotherapy and radiation. TCM was then applied in the recovery phase [42]. For participants in the present study, we considered the use of concur-
recent TCM with chemotherapy for relieving the related symptom such as pain, nausea/vomiting, and adverse effects of chemotherapy to improve patients’ QOL and prolong their survival, as shown in previous studies [43,44]. Other studies support the use of TCM as a complementary therapy for cancer patients since TCM may enhance the potency of chemotherapy and reduce inflammation within the surrounding cancerous tissues [8]. However, the importance of communication between doctors and cancer patients should also be encouraged. In the present study, good cooperation between oncologists and the TCM doctors helped to avoid drug interactions and adjust the dosage of related medicines. Meanwhile, one of the difficulties in promoting integrated therapy lies in when it is not performed in a well-developed integrated medical center that poor communication between doctors and patients may affect treatment adherence and may impair doctor-patient relationships.

The prospects of defining a role for TCM in integrative therapy for cancer care can be developed in two ways. The first way is to apply TCM philosophy and theory within integrated cancer therapy, especially since TCM accentuates taking the human being as a unique system and, accordingly, takes care of patients with holistic modulation and improvement of the whole body rather than removing the tumor mass or killing cancerous cells [8]. The second way to develop the role of TCM in cancer care is to evaluate the anti-cancer effects and underlying mechanisms of TCM-derived compounds or herbal extracts in larger and well-designed trials.

Limitation

As patients have free will to choose adopt TCM as a complementary therapy in cancer care; this was not a randomized trial, which could be a limitation of the study. Furthermore, the sample size of the study is too small to draw convincing results. However, this is just a preliminary, observation study, providing us with a hint and direction to conduct further study relevant to TCM deficiency syndrome.

Conclusion

Results of the present study have shown that integrating chemotherapy with TCM improves QOL and TCM syndrome in cancer patients. Qi deficiency and Yin deficiency are the most common TCM syndrome components noted in cancer patients receiving chemotherapy. Further integration of TCM with Qi and Yin supplementary medicine would be a direction worth investigating in the future. For TCM to flourish more, h in integrative cancer care, new providers, new provider models, a realignment of incentives and a commitment to health promotion and disease management will be required.
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